Abstract-Content based medical images have become a major necessity with the growing retrieving Advancements. CBIR access to medical images for supporting clinical decision making has been proposed that would be ease to manage large number of image in the database system. [4] In real time case only few systems has been developed and used in clinical environment. Content-Based Image Retrieval refers to image retrieval system that is based on visual properties of image objects other than textual annotation. Query image features compare with the database image features which is not exactly matching so image feature can be compare with the two tier approach in the database image in order to improve the accuracy of the retrieval system. Every day, large volume of different types of medical images such as MRI, CT images ultrasound, xray, radiology, etc are produced in different medical centre's .microscopic image classification and discrimination (sub-type) [12] is the most difficult problem in medical image retrieval system. In this paper, the survey provides the suitable algorithm for retrieval and classification of medical image to improve the overall accuracy of the MIMS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Medical images are composed into different minor structure so feature extraction and classification should be accurate [3] and easy to retrieve from the clinical database. Fast retrieval of image from large database is the most important factor that should be addressed. Basic characteristics of CBIR are high retrieval efficiency and less computational complexity. In conventional databases, image retrieved based on keyword because images are text-annotated so it has the following limitations.  Keyword classification is very subjective approach  There is no fixed set of key word which describes the content of the images In order to overcome the manual annotation of the image, Content based image retrieval has introduced which describes the image based on text, colour and size or shape of the image. CBIR [7] provides the query like sketch/image which is used to find similar image of same modality, anatomical region and disease associated with the text. Multiple feature representation provides each image information which is expressed by various feature integrated with the neighbor and similar images. An optimal feature is the most difficult problem to computational and data retrieval .another issue in CBIR system is searching and ranking images based on their visual similarity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the basic concept involved in the image retrieval system and common client/server system communication model. Section 3 contains the literature review about existing retrieval system and its algorithm to determine the problem description. Section 4 contains the proposed model to provides the solution of the problem and its experimental result
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. CBIR Classification
Normally medical [6] image classified into low level image and high level image which is distinguish based on the content used to store in the clinical database system. High level images possible to retrieve from main block and its subtype (microscopic) based on resolution, contrast and signal to noise ratio. It contains more inner detail of the image for example tissues and its cell types. A low level image contains only basic information which is not concentrate about micro-descriptors. Example: Google images.
B. Feature Selection
Feature selection applies based on the following characteristics of stored medical image content .basically two algorithms used for feature selection greedy algorithm and genetic algorithm. Both cases objective of the function is to maximization of the number of 
b. Color Feature
Color [4] is the most efficient visual feature in image retrieval. Color feature retrieval based on primitive color feature that is RGB (Red, Green, and Blue).color is the property which depends on the reflection of light to the human eye. Color feature assigns the each pixel of the image.RGB can be transfer into other color space.
C. CBIR Performance Measures
Content based image retrieval system [8] performance measure by Precision and Recall values. Precision define as the ability of system can retrieved only model that relevant to the given query .Recall define as the ability to retrieved all model that relevant to the given query. Precision and recall used to analysis CBIR system accuracy depends on the size of the clinical database. Ideal CBIR system precision value is equal to one (i.e.) no of relevant image retrieved is equal to total no of image retrieved in the database
No of relevant image retrieved Precision=
No of image retrieved (1) No of relevant image retrieved Recall=
No of relevant image in the database (2) In real time environment, precision value gradually decreased when the size of the database increased and no of feature selection value is reduced. Recall used to measure the retrieval e f f i c i e n c y of the clinical database. Content based image retrieval system early developed for low feature extraction. But recently microscopic image retrieval introduced for medical image analysis with main disease and its sub type. Every day millions of medical images produced by medical centre so the database system should capable to store those images and retrieve as per pathology requirement.
D. System Overview
System [10] should capable to process tera bytes of data. XML specification for integrating other local and Global information systems (resources).
The primary goal of a graphical user interface (GUI) design ease of use for both first-time and experienced users. All requests can be input with a mouse. No keyboard typing is required. Microscopic medical image content is especially important in that it is the foundation upon which Pathologists make their diagnoses 
E. Retrieval Algorithm
Four primitive image feature types [7] were used to define the content of microscopic pathology images. Each image was processed to obtain color histogram, texture representation, Fourier transformation coefficients, and wavelet coefficients. Recently many algorithms developed for image retrieval especially medical image traditional statistical evaluation methods applied when sample size is small and where domain knowledge is important..An earlier 1990's genetic algorithm used image retrieval. Decision based binary tree algorithm is using content based image retrieval system.
III. RELATED WORK
The authors [2] introduced in this paper Pattern for next generation database system (PANDA) which is involves block based low-level feature extraction. Expectation maximization algorithm used to automatically determine the number of clusters and similarity between the two clusters estimated. Pattern similarity used to retrieve the medical image .Three steps involves in PANDA method, Pattern type and pattern finally class. Pattern type is described about pattern structure. Pattern provides corresponding pattern type and class is a collection of semantically related pattern of the same pattern type. Author tested 6000 image with system configuration 1GB RAM and 60GB hard disk. Experiment result shows the retrieval time reduced 0.22 ± 0.04 s.
The authors of [11] and [8] have discussed about textural classification techniques used to retrieve the medical image with improved precision rate .sometime query or feature selection is not meet the user expectation so textural classification which is used to modify the query image as per the content of medical image in the clinical database system. Experiment result shows the half of the computational time used to search entire database and also 10%-15% improvement in precision at each recall level.
Iqbal [10] proposed content based retrieval system that is I-Browse system which combine low-level image processing techniques with high-level semantic analysis of medical image. This method generates the textual annotation especially for the unknown images. IBrowse system also support the natural query language example is Google engine. functioning with three type of detector 1. Course detector 2.semifine detector 3.fine detector which provides unknown image content retrieval, sub-image retrieval for I-Browse and historical based image retrieval respectively. Hsu [1] discussed about the high level image retrieval with text based query. Representation of image features like histogram which corresponding to region or subimage. Self supporting map algorithm introduced for join querying image search scheme. If anything need to change in query keyword before selecting relevance image for the query as well as updated queries are further used to adaptively create a new answer for the next set of returned images as per user preferences .it utilize the search engine to reduce the retrieval time to apply join query method. It efficiently merged the textual and image feature.
Hanka [4] presented about content based image retrieval method which integrates with picture archiving and communication system .it provides the pixel based image retrieval with structured local binary haar pattern and haar wavelet. Haar function defines the color image with basic three colors RGB in each pixel value so based on the pixel value it retrieves the image from clinical database.
Two authors [11] , [12] discussed weighted feature in content based image retrieval system .color and texture always important parameter in image retrieval. The performance of image retrieval system enhanced by Combining two feature color and texture with weights so it provides fast image retrieval from the clinical database when compare to all other method because high weights assign important feature which easily identify the large database.
Hatice [14] defines gives solution for multiple image queries for analyzing retrieved image with its subtype. It performed by multitier approach which produced first rank result for microscopic medical image retrieval.
Mohd. Anjum, Md. Asr [15] describe about the rank methodology based on the properties of the image.It perform the priority of weighting value for each pixel as the result of image classification complexity reduced Anamika Ahirwar [16] explain about the region based classification and also segmentation which is test with the the MRI images.fuzzy neuro techniques used for train the given MRI images
A. Problem Description
Microscopic image classification and discrimination (sub-type) is the most difficult problem in medical image retrieval system. In real time case only few systems has been developed and used in clinical environment.multiimage query is very complex to separate the primary disease type and secondary disease type (i.e.) classification of different type of tissue images (first tier) and matching the given query images (second tier) with classified tissue images (first tier).
Due to increasing large number of medical images in the database, Retrieval image grouping delay which is also increasing. From the literature survey, we find most of the existing system contains average image classification accuracy is the greatest challenge in microscopic images.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. Multi-Tier Retrieval Approach for Multi-Image Quries
In this system having the two tier approach where major disease type such as follicular-lymphoma and neuro-plastoma tissue images classified from support vector machine and second tier where query related images retrieved from the database. second tier approach, we will use our proposed multi-image. query and retrieval methodology to retrieve the images from the reference database in the order of their image-level visual matching similarities by preserving the slide-level semantic similarity.
a. First-Tier: Disease Type Classified with SVM
Support vector machine used to classified main disease type such as NB and FL.svm classifier is the traditional method which is used for the content based microscopic image retrieval system .main purpose of svm decision hyper plane for binary classification issue by maximize the margin which is the distance between the hyper plane and the closest data points of each class in the training dataset that are called the support vectors. The hyper plane chooses from all the possible hyper planes through a complex combinational problem optimization so that it maximizes the distance that is the margin.
In our SVM classifier system, we chooses the radial basis function that is one of the most often used kernels and it provides good results than other kernels for the categorization of our data. LibSVM MATLAB code [16] was used.
Recall from the video lectures that SVM classification solves the following optimization problem: 
b. Second-Tier: Image Retrieval with SS-Tree algorithm
An SS-tree is built by inserting vector one by one an initially empty SS-tree .A vector is inserted into a leaf node which is decided by descending from root or selected node .if the leaf node is full ,it is split and a new leaf node is created .the vector in the original leaf In this equation TP is true positive, FP is false positive. In classification systems, accuracy is often used to evaluate the systems. Accuracy is the overall correctness of the system and is calculated as the sum of correct classifications divided by the total number of classifications. Results reflect that the proposed system by applying multiple features along with optimization, classification and similarity measurements provides the improved accuracy of the microscopic medical image retrieval system. it's helpful for physician to get more confidence in their decisions for diagnosis and medical research students are get the required images successfully for further investigation of their research. Application of the proposed weighting strategy, inspired by the IR theory which is not limited to microscopic images ,it can be also useful for all type of multiuser searching system and content-based retrieval systems.
